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Prof ,Tarek Tawfik Alkhatteb, 

Dear Sir / Madam 

 I've taken this opportunity to thank you and appreciate you giving me this 

opportunity to speak about Mr. ALDAWSARI,  MUBARAK SHUJAA M. Passport 

No.: W213187 I formerly worked as a faculty member in the marketing department at 

the College of Business Administration, Prince Sattam Bin Abdulaziz University, 

during the period 2008–2020. He is my student, and I know him very well. I have taught 

him many courses. 

since 2014 and to form a clear idea of his passion for expanding and advancing his knowledge 

both professionally and academically. MUBARAK has been a student at Prince Sattam Bin 

Abdulaziz University's College of Business Administration in Saudi Arabia. 

During the years I taught Mr. MUBARAK, he worked hard and improved a lot, 

and he always came to class with a focused energy. He has that combination of a 

positive attitude and the belief that he can always improve that’s rare in a Business 

Administration student, but so essential to the learning process. I am confident that he 

will continue to display the same commitment and diligence in everything he does. 

Your scholarship is intended for students who have had a rough start in life, and it will 

help him realize his academic dreams. 

During his stay at the university, Mubarak’s performance has always been remarkably 

outstanding, and MUBARAK is known as a well-disciplined and responsible student with a 

pleasant personality. I have always found him to be very hard-working, well-engaged, and 

knowledgeable in different study aspects. I believe Mr. Mubarak is very positive and will greatly 

prove himself in any academic or working context. 

Mr. MUBARAK is an outstanding student and individual who supports others in and out of 

the Business Administration College. He was a pleasure to have in class, and his positive attitude 

and belief in himself, even in the face of difficulty, is an immensely admirable asset. I’m confident 

that he will continue to demonstrate the same diligence, perseverance, and optimism that he showed 

myself and his peers. I recommend Mr. MUBARAK for further postgraduate studies. Should you 

require any further details, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 Please have no hesitation in contacting me with any further information. 

Prof . Tarek Tawfik Alkhatteb, 00966534738925, 00201004522965 

tkhteb1@gmail.com 

)https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301420722006602?dgcid=coaut

hor, 

https://www.adscientificindex.com/scientist/tarek-tawfik-yousef-alkhateeb/9134) 
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